You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for MIELE B 864. You'll find the
answers to all your questions on the MIELE B 864 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories,
etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@Temperature Heat makes the laundry easier to form. The higher the temperature the more permanent the result of ironing. The temperature selector is
used to set the ironing temperature. The individual temperature range is distinguished by dot symbols. The pilot lamp goes out when the selected temperature
is reached. @@A lower roller speed makes it much easier when ironing complicated articles such as shirts or articles that are to be ironed folded. @@The
article will be dried slowly when passing through the rotary iron. When ironing an article with a low degree of dampness, a high speed of the iron is adequate
to receive a good result. Dampening an item with a spray mister will increase your result. If a Miele tumble dryer is being used, select the program marked
"Machine iron".
To minimize preparation time and to redampen, use warm water. Frequently Asked Questions Temperature indicator lamp How long is the heating-up time
for the iron? 3-4 minutes to pre-heat the iron. How long does it take to iron a sheet? 2-4 minutes. How long does it take to iron a shirt? 3-4 minutes. How
many napkins can I iron per hour? Approximately 100 napkins.
Temperature selector Heater plate + finger guard Roller Roller speed selector On-Off switch Feed board Ironing table Bar for hanging laundry Foor pedal
switch 208-240V 20A Single Phase Comes with NEMA 6-20P Plug What are the three settings of the foot pedal? @@@@A special feature of the rotary iron
is the finger guard. @@Can I replace the ironing cover? Yes, ironing covers are available from your nearest Miele Dealer or Miele Service Department.
How much space do I need to store the iron? When folded away the iron requires a minimum of floor space 2.4 square feet. @@@@· Then fold along the
width.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@· Iron each crease from both sides in this manner. Shirts Remove feed board before ironing shirts! 1. Sleeves and cuffs ·
Smooth out the sleeve and lay it on the roller. Leave the cuff for the moment. · Iron the arm from the edge of the cuff to the armhole. @@2. @@@@· Remove
shirt, rearrange and repeat on the other side. 3. Back The back is ironed in two movements, from the middle back to the side seams. · Pull the shirt right side
up on to the roller up to the yoke seam (or the collar seam where there is no yoke).
Smooth it out. Iron from the middle of the back to the armhole. The last bit under the arm is ironed with the front. · Iron the other half of the shirt as the first
half but inside out. 4. @@· Start with the left side. · Now move the shirt out and iron past the armhole to the collar. · Iron the right hand side, but inside out.
5. @@.
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